Welcome from Dean Kyle Squires

Retirement recognition

Sun Devil Service Awards

Recognition of Sun Award recipients

IMPACT and Fulton Difference Awards

Door prizes

Dean Kyle Squires will be available for photos with all awardees and event attendees following the event.

SUN AWARDS

The Fulton Schools of Engineering promotes a culture of providing and recognizing outstanding customer service. Almost 200 Sun Awards were awarded in the last year. See In the Loop for a complete list of our Sun Award recipients.

IMPACT AND FULTON DIFFERENCE AWARDS

Every year we recognize the outstanding work of the Fulton Schools staff through the IMPACT and Fulton Difference Awards.

INNOVATION

Recognizes an individual who has been instrumental in the creation of new ideas or processes that add value to one of the six schools or to the Fulton Schools as a whole.

MENTORING

Recognizes an individual who is a source of encouragement and momentum for continued learning and service, and has a commitment to help others discover a sense of satisfaction and professional growth.

PERFORMANCE

Recognizes an individual who is distinguished by outstanding contributions and performance in the support of academic or administrative efforts.

ACHIEVEMENT

Recognizes an individual who reaches beyond defined responsibilities to pursue external opportunities for personal improvement or to the benefit of the Fulton Schools or the community, and through whose efforts enhances the performance ability or the standing of the Fulton Schools of Engineering.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Recognizes outstanding customer service and a positive attitude that has enabled increased productivity in their unit or for the Fulton Schools.

TEAMWORK

Recognizes a team that strives for the highest possible standards and distinguishes themselves by exemplifying teamwork, communication and positive interaction.

FULTON DIFFERENCE AWARD

The excellence award, now known as the Fulton Difference Award, honors the invaluable contributions of full-time, supervisory staff.

INNOVATION NOMINEES

Steven Andrade
Stephen Bridge
Brent Sebold
Jenna Snowberger
Alicia Stiers
Brian Tancred
James White

MENTORING NOMINEES

Scott Abbe
Charlotte Brown
Jessica Caruthers
Stacy Esposito
Marah Pacey
Carrie Robinson
Rhett Sweeney
Christopher Wilkes

PERFORMANCE NOMINEES

Shahriar Anwar
Julie Barnes
Marlyn Burkhardt
Danielle Daley
Robert Dent
Arunkan Kavak
Joelina Peck
Cara Rickard
Carrie Robinson
Ginger Rose
Megan Steiner
Tom St John

ACHIEVEMENT NOMINEES

Andrea Brown
Daniel Cioara
Danielle Daley
Joy Gaenaths
Whitney Hatfield
Cortney Lour

CUSTOMER SERVICE NOMINEES

Antoinette Anderson
Tomasz Arkusz
Marilyn Burkhardt
Tammie Cameron
Kraig Farkash
Susan Garrison
Jhanaye Glynn
Kelley Hall
April MacCleary
Joshua Puling
Yvette Smith
Jenna Snowberger
Albert Thompson
Pamela Venable
Tiffany Wingerson
Pysone Win

TEAMWORK NOMINEES

2016 CIDSE Graduate Team
2016 CIDSE Undergraduate Team
Academic Advising Leads
CIDSE Poly Undergraduate Advising Team
CSSER Nanofab Staff Team
ETS Classroom Team
Fulton Schools of Engineering Cornhole Planning Team
Manufacturing Hub Launch
SEMTE Pre-Award Team
The Polytechnic School Advising Services Office

FULTON DIFFERENCE AWARD

The excellence award, now known as the Fulton Difference Award, honors the invaluable contributions of full-time, supervisory staff.

ASA
Academic and Student Affairs

CIDSE
School of Computing, Informatics, and Decision Systems Engineering

ECEE
School of Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering

EDO
Engineering Dean’s Office

ETS
Engineering Technical Services

GOE
Global Outreach and Extended Education

POLY
The Polytechnic School

SBHSE
School of Biological and Health Systems Engineering

SEMTE
School for Engineering of Matter, Transport and Energy

SSERE
School of Sustainable Engineering and the Built Environment
SUN DEVIL SERVICE AWARDS

35 YEARS
Stephen Kause SSEBE
Ray Murdock SSEBE
Thomas Schidgen POLY

30 YEARS
Kelley McManus POLY
Anunabha Sen CIDSE
Valana Welts SEMTE

25 YEARS
David Alee ECEE
Kangping Chen SEMTE
Subbarao Kambhampati CIDSE
Bazin Mobasher SSEBE
Jennie S ECEE
Nancy Terkelson SEMTE

20 YEARS
James Adams SEMTE
Scott Almen POLY
Rida Bazi CIDSE
Annette Bowers EDO
Matthew Ebcker SSEBE
James Emmer SSEBE
Peter Goguen SSEBE
Stephen Goodrich ECEE
Aras Hovhanessian CIDSE
Dallas Kingsbury SEMTE
Fred Pena SEMTE
Yong-Hang Zhang ECEE

15 YEARS
Samuel Anaratnam SSEBE
Sabrina Beck ECEE
Susan Borgers CIDSE
Ronald Calhoun SEMTE
Yinong Chen CIDSE
Charles Colbourn CIDSE
Jeffrey Gosse GOEE
Jeffrey LaBelle SBHSE
Lauren Levin ECEE
Pavlos Mikelides POLY
Cynthia Moyer-Defoe ECEE
Mutsumi Nakamura CIDSE
Shannon Pete SEMTE
Judy Reedy SSEBE
John Robertson POLY
Hessam Sarjoughian CIDSE
Philip Schulz SEMTE
Chin Tepedelenkogu ECEE
Teresa Wu CIDSE
Guoliang Xue CIDSE

10 YEARS
Delilah Alirez ECEE
Ashish Arresh CIDSE
Jean Andina SEMTE
Susan Bali SEMTE
Russell Branaghan POLY
Jared Broderick ECEE
Nathan Deneau ETS
Jerry Eller ECEE
Stacy Esposito EDO
Emily Fassett ECEE
Chad Geethool POLY
Jhanaye Glynn SSEBE
Karlly Green ASA
Hangqing Jiang SEMTE
Jimmy Kimberly POLY
Mia Kroeger SEMTE
Yabin Liao SEMTE
Rachelle McAndrew SBHSE
Elizabeth Moens ECEE
Mark Morales CIDSE
Guo-Zheng Ning CIDSE
Maggie Olson EDO
Rong Pan CIDSE
Hope Parker AS
Donna Rosenlof ECEE
Patricia Scott CIDSE
Astrid Shirvastava CIDSE
Cher Stevens ASA
Pamela Van Husen POLY
Gary Wases POLY

5 YEARS
Ellie Ahmann CIDSE
Steven Andrade CIDSE
Panagiotis Artemiadis SEMTE
Stacey Bales ECEE
Ayap Bansal CIDSE
Bulent Bicer CIDSE
Kevin Buck ASA
Candace Chan SEMTE
Mihail Chester SSEBE
Margaret Creedon ECEE
Kimberly Davi EDO
Marcus Denetdale SSEBE
Arnaud Egner POLY
Ashraf Gaffar CIDSE
Henri Gerken SSEBE
Yago Gonzalez Velo ECEE
Erika Gronke EDO
Laura Havers SBHSE
Karmell Haynes SBHSE
Chadd Ingersoll POLY
Beth Kely SSEBE
Jonathan Klane EDO
Yoshishiro Kobayashi CIDSE
Vikram Kodibagkar SBHSE
Joseph Koitche POLY
Micah Lande CIDSE
Gayla Livengood SEMTE
Blanca Loera de Avile CIDSE
Karen Lund-Dennisson ASA
Ross Maciejewski CIDSE
Daniel MacCanse CIDSE
Troy McDaniel CIDSE
Kristi McFarland EDO
Benjamin Mertz ASA
Catalina Monsalve GOEE
Jay Oswald SEMTE
Scott Pollat POLY
Jagannathan Rajagopalan SEMTE
Layla Retmeer POLY
Rod Roscoe POLY
Nicole Sanchez ASA
Kae Sawyer ASA
Siegli Simms CIDSE
Kiran Solanki SEMTE
Sarah Stebenfeld SBHSE
Carolyn Starr GOEE
Meng Tao ECEE
Benjamin Underwood SSEBE
Zhikai Wang SSEBE
Robert Wang SEMTE
Barbara Weeman SSEBE
Stephanie Williams SEMTE
Crystal Willsborrow SBHSE
Bing Wu POLY
Massoud Yekani Ford SEMTE
Haxin Zhu ASA

RETIEMENTS
Allan Chasey SSEBE
Mary Anderson-Rowland CIDSE
Jeffrey Luth ECEE
Nancy Mapes SBHSE
Anshuman Rastan CIDSE
Milton Sommerfeld POLY
Thomas Shieffer SSEBE
Kathleen Wacker EDO
Dale Williams ETS

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS!

414 Pub and Pizza
ASU Gammage
Ballet Arizona
Chompie’s Restaurant
Desert Botanical Garden
Graphic Design Source LLC
Heard Museum
Ocotillo Flooring Services LLC
OdySea Aquarium
Martinez’s Mexican Restaurant LLC
Neighborhood Restaurants LLC
Rustler’s Rooste
Slickables
Spinato’s Pizzeria
Sun Devil Auto
Waldo’s BBQ and Catering